Reference # 156

Route to: Modernization Manager/Service Manager

From: MCE Technical Support Department

Date: November 29, 2017

Subject: O. Thompson Controller Support For Specified Controllers

Equipment: O. Thompson Controllers: Relay / Series 90 / MicroFlite / MicroFlite Plus / MicroFlite Ultra / CVT2400 / CVT Select LR

Description: Motion Control Engineering has provided a high level of support for all vintages of O. Thompson controllers since our acquisition of this controller line. This level of support is becoming increasingly difficult as components/subcomponents become more scarce and software changes have become impossible to supply. For that reason we have determined the controllers listed above will be entering an end of life for all support by Motion Control Engineering beginning June 1, 2018.

This end of life does NOT INCLUDE the Microflite Ultra 2000/Tricon and Intellanet. These controllers can and will continue to be supported by Motion Control Engineering.

Action: Please review your O. Thompson controller portfolio and consider modernization of these controllers with your end users. 3rd party support may be available however MCE cannot recommend any vendors.

MCE Help: As always, should you require any additional information on this or any other issues you may contact:

Email: techsupport@nidec-mce.com  Call: 718-417-3131

Refer to the Technical Bulletin reference number above